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REV. DESCRIPTION DATE
A NEW DRAWING 7/22/2008
B multiple part updates 7/30/2010
C mechanical change to the bracket shape 1/23/2012
D updated drawing 4/27/2018
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1 VDRP-03 1
2 M4X4 SCREWS 2
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**STEP 1**

Remove PCB assembly from CUI Chassis Mount Converter U-Frame by loosening three M3x6 screws.

**STEP 2**

Attach VDRP-03 to CUI Chassis Mount Converter U-Frame using two M4x4 screws.

**STEP 3**

Reattach PCB assembly to U-Frame of CUI Chassis Mount Converter using three M3x6 screws.

CUI Chassis Mount Converter

QTY: 1

VDRP-03

QTY: 1

M4x4

QTY: 2

(sold separately)